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Abstract 
In this thesis, we investigate the simultaneous reconstruction of the initial 
temperature and heat radiative coefficient in a heat conduction system, when the 
measurement of temperature at a fixed time 9 > 0 and the measurement of 
temperature in a subregion of the physical domain are available. 
For the numerical resolution of the inverse problem, the stability is the most 
essential issue. So we will first establish the stability for the conductive inverse 
problem considered in this thesis. Based on the stability results, we will then study 
the numerical reconstruction of the initial temperature and heat radiative 
coefficient. The reconstruction process is carried out in such a way that the 
temperature solution of the heat equation matches its fixed time observation and its 
subregion observation optimally in the L^-norm sense, incorporated with a 
regularization of the H^-seminorm for both the initial temperature and the radiative 
coefficient. 
The inHnite dimensional nonlinear optimization system involved will be 
discretized using the piecewise linear finite element method，the existence of discrete 
minimizers and convergence of the finite element approximation are presented. The 
discrete finite element problem is solved using a nonlinear gradient method, which 
is suggested to combine with an efficient nonlinear multigrid technique to accelerate 
the entire reconstruction process. Many numerical experiments are provided to 
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed nonlinear multigrid gradient method. 
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1.1 Heat conduction problem 
Heat conductions axe encountered in many industrial and engineering applica-
tions. Consider a body of heat conductive material Q. Let u be the temperature 
of the material at position x and time t, then u can be modelled by the following 
well-known heat conduction equations : 
Ut-V- (9 W V w) - p{x)u = f{x,t), {x,t) G n x ( 0 , T ) , (1.1) 
with the initial temperature 
u(x,0) = /x(x), x G O, (1.2) 
and, for example, the Dirichlet boundary temperature 
u{x,t) = 'n{x,t), {x,t) edax (O,T), (1.3) 
where q{x) is the heat conductivity, p{x) the thermal radiative coefficient of the 
material, and f{x,t) the heat source. 
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1.2 Direct problem 
The usual direct problem is to find the temperature distribution when the ini-
tial temperature and all the physical coefficients q{x), p[x) and the heat source 
f{xyt) are available. This problem is known to be well-posed : the solution exists 
uniquely and the solution is continuously dependent on w(a;,0), q{x) and 
/OM). 
1.3 Inverse problem 
In many applications, one is often interested in the inverse heat conduction prob-
lems. Three such typical inverse problems are : 
1. Parameter identification problems 
Suppose the heat source, boundary conditions and initial conditions are 
known, one wants to identify the material, i.e., to identify the heat con-
ductivity q{x) and the thermal radiative distribution p{x) with some extra 
measurement of temperature t) on part of the boundary or in part of 
the interior of the physical domain O. 
2. Heat source identification problems 
Suppose the boundary temperature and initial conditions, the heat con-
ductivity q{x) and the thermal radiative distribution p{x) are known, one 
wants to identify the heat source distribution f{x,t) with some extra mea-
surement of temperature u{x, t) on part of the boundary or in part of the 
. • • .. • • 
interior of the physical domain fi. 
3. Backward heat conduction problems 
Suppose all the physical coefficients q{x), boundary conditions and 
the heat source are known, one wants to reconstruct the initial temperature 
w(:c，0), with the extra measiiremeiit of temperature u(x, t) at time t 二 T. 
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1.4 Difficulty of the inverse problems 
The inverse problems are well-known to be ill-posed and difficullTto solve. By 
ill-posedness, here we mean that the solution may not exist, or the solutions exist 
but are not unique, or the solution is not continuously dependent on 
The major difficulty for the inverse problem lies in its instability, i.e., a small 
change of the observation data can cause tremendous change of the parameters, 
which are to be identified or to be reconstructed. 
So to solve th inverse problems stably, some kind of regularization technique 
have to be introduced. 
••• . . . - -
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1.5 A simple but important example for insta-
bility 
Consider the ID parabolic equation: 
•^ (工，亡)=@(2：，尤)，a;G(0,7r), t>0 ‘ 
with BCs: 
w(0，力)=0， u{7r,t) = 0. 
We are given u{x, 1); and try to find 
By separation of varibales, we have 
oo 
u{xjt) = ^ Qn sin Tlx, 
n=l 
where a^ is given by 
2 广 








2 2 = — sin nx sin ny. 
TT ^ 、 -n=l 
Note that equation (1.4) is equivalent to : 
i^ zx(.，0) = u(.，l)， 
where one can show that K is compact and self-adjoint. 
Under the condition 
oo 
E ( C „ , ) 2 < 0 0 ， 
n=l 
where {cn} are the Fourier coefficients of u{x, 1)，we have 
2 2 
u(x,0) = - Y ^ e " Cn sinnx 
TT ^ 
by singular value expansion and eigen-expansion, see [9 • 
So u{Xj 0) exists only when {cn} decays faster than e-广 This is not true even 
for u(x, 1) = x l^ More importantly, we can see that small error in {cn} will cause 
large change in u{x, •)• For example, a perturbation of 10—8 for C5 will lead to an 
error of about 720 for u(x,0). 
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1.6 The purpose of this thesis 
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of the simultanenous numer-
ical reconstruction of the initial temperature distribution fj. and the heat radiative 
coefficient p in (1.1)-(1.2). The major theoretical results and numerical analy-
sis are taken form Yamamoto and Zou [32] but with more detailed proofs. It 
is well known that given only the measurement of temperature at a fixed time 
0 > 0, the reconstruction of the initial temperature is highly ill-posed and ac-
tually impossible in most instances, let alone the case that we intend to recover 
both p and fjL here. Some extra measurement should be given in order to make 
the reconstruction possible. Through the stability analysis of the inverse prob-
lem to be established in Chapter 2 we find that the reconstruction of the initial 
status is possible with some extra observation of the temperature, say in a small 
subregion of the physical domain along the time direction. More precisely, The-
orem 2.1 assures the Lipschitz stability in determining the coefficient p but very 
weak stability in determining the initial status/z. This leads us to assume that the 
following measurements are available for the heat conduction system throughout 
the thesis: 
ze{x) ^ u{x, 9), X eO. and z{xj t) ^ u[x,t), {x,t) €u x (0 ,T) (1.5) 
where a; is a subregion of 0. The distributional observation data zq and are 
possibly obtained through interpolations of the point observation values in prac-
tice. 
In the literature one can find vast references on analytical and numerical 
methods for solving the inverse elliptic problems, see [1，5，9, 12，17, 34] and the 
references therein. There are also many analytical and numerical investigations 
on the identification of the heat conductivity and diffusivity in parabolic systems, 
see [3，13，19，22]. However to our knowledge, it seems there exists little research 
work which addresses the numerical reconstruction of the initial temperature and 
the coefficient. Surely it is not because this problem is not important. On the 
7 
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contrary, the reconstruction of the initial temperature distribution and the radia-
tive coefficient is extremely important in many practical applications. The fact 
may be due to the ill-posedness of the problem and the reconstruction is almost 
impossible in most instances, especially from the numerical point of view. How-
ever, with the guidance and encouragement of the stability analysis in Chapter 2 
(see also [7] [6]), the current work will investigate such a possibility of numerical 
reconstruction. With the extra measurement as given in (1.5) we are indeed able 
to achieve certain satisfactory reconstruction results. 
The reconstruction is carried out in such a way that the temperature solution 
of the heat conduction equation matches its subregion observation data z and 
the fixed time observation zq optimally in the L^-norm sense, with the help of 
a regularization of either jfT -^semiiiorm or bounded variation for both the radia-
tive coefficient and initial temperature (Chapter 3). The continuous nonlinear 
optimization system and the parabolic equation involved will be discretized using • “ . • 
the piecevidse linear finite element method, the existence of discrete minimizers of 
the finite element system and their convergence to the global minimizers of the 
continuous optimization problem are proved (Chapter 4). Then the nonlinear 
finite element minimization problem is solved using a gradient method，which 
converges rather slowly in general although very stably, and is thus suggested to 
combine with an efficient nonlinear multigrid technique to accelerate the entire 
reconstruction process (Chapter 5). Numerical experiments are given to demon-
strate the efficiency of the proposed nonlinear multigrid gradient method for the 
simultanenous reconstruction of the thermal radiative coefficient and the initial 
temperature status (Chapter 6). 
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Chapter 2 
Stability of the inverse problem 
2.1 Conditional stability results 
In this chapter, we will review some conditional stability results for the inverse 
problem formulated in Chapter 1. These results are basically taken from Ya-
mamoto and Zou [32] but with some more details. Such stability is fundamental 
for our subsequent numerical reconstruction of the initial temperature and the 
heat radiative coefficient in the heat conduction system. The stability was es-
tablished in Choulli and Yamamoto [7], Choulli, Imanuvilov and Yamamoto [6 
for some special heat conductive problems. Here we will prove the conditional 
stability for the heat conductive system (1.1)-(1.2) with the Dirichlet boundary 
condition (1.3), which appears to be mucli more teclinical than those previously 
handled cases from the numerical analysis point of view. However, the stability 
established here is still not perfectly adjusted to the same case as adopted in 
our later numerical reconstruction. The major difference lies in the considered 
solution classes: we adopt ffi-solutions in the numerical reconstmcion while the 
stability of this chapter will mainly consider the sufficiently smooth solutions. 
The stability for the ff^-solution case is mucli more complicated and is still an 
open question. 
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Throughout this chapter, for 7 G (0,1) and m G N U {0}，we use 
(77+饥，字(iVx [ 0 ， T ] ) ， [ 0 ， r l ) • • — 二’ 
to denote the usual Holder spaces (cf. [10，23]). We assume that dO. is of class 
(77+3 wth some 7 G (0，1) and the boundary function rj = r]{x, t) in (1.3) satisfies 
” e(77+3，宇(anx [0，T])，ri{x,t) >rjo on dQ x [0,r] (2.1) 
with some constant tjq > 0. For any fixed M >0 and r � > 0, we set 
(Am +pfi)idn = Vt{', 0)，Ibllcr+HH) < 财， 
IImIIc7+3(o) < M, fi{x) > ro > 0 in o } . (2.2) 
Then by the classical parabolic theory (see [23], for example)，for any {p, fi) G U, 
there exists a unique solution 二 ti(p，/i)(:r，0 G x [0,T]) to the 
problem (1.1)-(1.3). Let cj C O be any subdomain, and 6 € (0，T) be fixed. The 
inverse problem considered here is to determine p = p{x) and fi — /j,{x) in fi from 
the measurement given by u{xjt), x G a;, 0 < t < T and u{x, 0), x G O. THs 
chapter aims to establish a stability estimate for the inverse parabolic problem. 
We can also take the Neumann data 朋 the observation data in place 
of W|o;x(o,T)j with r c dQ being an arbitrary relatively open subset. Bukhgeim 
2] and Klibanov [20] studied this case and proved the uniqueness of the inverse 
problem for 0 = 0, provided that F is a sufficiently large part of dQ. Wlien r 
does not occupy a sufficient large part of dO., the uniqueness is still open. On the 
other hand, for 0 > 0, Isakov [16] proved the uniqueness of the inverse problem 
with the above-mentioned Neumann data on an arbitrarily small part T over any 
time interval (0,T). 
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2.2 Stability of the inverse problems 
The main result of this chapter will answer the stability of the inverse problem 
with the Dirichlet observation data W|a;x (o,T) within the class of sufficiently smooth 
solutions for the case of 6 > 0. For any (p，/i), (q：G U, let 
E(Sp,fj), (g，")）= \\u{p,fi) - u{q,u)\\Hiio,T',L^u；)) + -以(仏"))(•，叫|丑2卯。 
Our main results of this chapter are stated in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1 There exists a constant C 二 C(J\d,^l,T,0’Tj,7,uij > 0 such that 
\\p - qh^in) < CE{{p,iJL),{q,u)), (2.3) 
IIM- J^hnn) < c[\ogE{{p,iJ,), (g,!/))} (2.4) 
for all{p,jjL)八q,i/) eU. 
Remark 2.1 The determination of initial values involves the backward parabolic 
equation，and so one can not expect good stability in general. However, the deter-
mination of heat radiative coefficients is more stable within the admissible set U 
defined by (2,2). In the case where we have the Neumann data on any part T of 
dQ, in place W|a;x(o，T)，we can prove a similar stability result，which is omitted 
here. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We divide the proof into four steps. 
First Step. We first establish a Carleman estimate. For simplicity, we set 
Q = n X (0,T), = (0,T), E = X (0,T) 
and 
d 加 
{Pu){x, t) = Ut{x, t) - Au{x,t) + ^ a i { x , + K^： t)^, x G fi, t£ (0,T) 
where the coefficients {af}?二！ and b are any functions satisfying 
|&IU«>(g) < Ml, ||ai||i,c«(Q) < Ml, i = l，2，...,d. (2.5) 
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The following lemma can be found in Fursikov and Imanuvilov [11] and 
Imanuvilov [15]: 
Lemma 2.1 Let ujq be an arbitrarily fixed subdomain of O such that uq C oj. 
Then there exists a function tp e C^(l^) such that ip\dn = 0 and 
^(x) > 0, x e ^ ; |V^(a;)| > 0, xeQ.\(jjo. (2.6) 
Example of Let Q. = {x; < 1} and uo = {工;M < Then 教uc) = 
satisfies (2.6). 
Set 
GA^ CX) EAV'(X) 一 ^^MmiciTi) 
尤 ， 工 ） = t { T - t ) . 
The following lemma states a Caxleman estimate due to Imanuvilov [11]，[15]， 
whose detailed proof for our current problem is given in the appendix. 
Lemma 2.2 There exists A = A (Mi) > 0 such that for any X> X we can choose 
SO (A) > 0 and a constant C = C{XyMi) > 0， independent of each choice {AJF^^ 
and b, such that for each s > 5o(A), the following inequality holds 
f I - fi^ r+y] ^ ^ 2) +—V么 
< C f \Pz\''e'''''dxdt + C f s V z V  诚 
Jq JQ� 
for all z € W^'^^iQ) with z\dn = 0 . 
Proof. Our proof is based on the argument in Fursikov and Imanuvilov [11] and 
Imanuvilov [15]. Here we provide a more detailed proof. Since 5 > 0 can be taken 
to be sufficiently large we can absorb 
[ | a 而 诚 ( 1 < i < d), [ 
JQ JQ 
into the left hand side of the desired estimate, so it is sufficient to assume that 
Oi == 0，1 S i S cZ and & = 0. 
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We set 
w{t,x) = {t,x)eQ (2.7) 
and introduce the operators Li and L2: ‘ 
Liw = -Aw - - satw (2.8) 
and 
L2W = wt + 2sX(pV'tl；. Vw + (2.9) 
Then by direct calculations we can verify that 
Liw + L2W = fs in Q (2.10) 
where ，-
Pz = g, fs{trx) = pe沒"一 sXcpwAil； + (2.11) 
In fact, from Zt — Az = g, we have 
gesa 二 e 犯 切 ) 
= - s a t w + wt-\- (-s^ A^^ l^VV'l^  + + 
+2sX(pVilj. Vw — Aw, 
which gives (2.10). Taking the L -^norms of the both hand sides of (2.10), we 
obtain 
IfsWl^Q) = \\Liw\\l2^Q^ + 1  丄2Hli2(Q) + L2w)l^q). (2.12) 
We next calculate {Liw,L2w)L2(^ Qy We have 
二 - j (At/; + + satw){wt + 2sXcpVi^ ‘ Vw + 2sX'^(p\Vip\'^w)dxdt 
= - { ^ w + X'^s^cp'^lVipl^w + satw){wt + 2sX^(f\Vip\'^w)dxdt 
Jq 
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- / {X^s^cp^lVtpl^w + satw) X 2sX(pVtp ‘ Vwdxdt 
JQ 
—/ Aw X 2sXcpVilj • Vwdxdt 
JQ 
三 义2 +成- (2.13) 
By integration by parts and using the condition ty丨如=0, we have 
Ai = - WtAwdxdt - / + sat)wwtdxdt 
JQ JQ 
一 [2sX'^ (p\\ i^p\'^ wAwdxdt - [ (AVi^^lVV'l^ + sat)2sX^(p\Vil;\'^w'^dxdt 
JQ JQ 
= [ V w •Vwtdxdt — [ + sat)l-{w%dxdt 
JQ JQ 2 
+ J + V(25AVIV^l^) • wVw}dxdt 
JQ 
and 
[ • {wVw)dxdt = [ Vl^AVlVV^r) • V{w'^)dxdt 
JQ JQ 
JQ 




- [ + 2s'^ X'^ (fat\VTP\'^ )w d^xdt. (2.14) 
JQ 
For the term A2, we also apply integration by parts and using the condition 
that w\en = 0 to derive 
A2 = - • w{Vw)dxdt - / 2s'^X(fatVi； - {wVw)dxdt 
JQ JQ 
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二 —[ s^aV^IVV'I^V^ • V{w'^)dxdt - [ s^XipatVip • V(w'^)dxdt 
Jq JQ 
= f s^ A^V . 1 V 训 2 • 劝 切 2 血 出 + / WAV • {(patVxl;)w'^ dxdt 
JQ JQ 
= f { 3 / A V I + s^xYw'^V • (I•功|2•论诚 
JQ 
+ / s^ AV • {(patVtl;)w'^ dxdt. (2.15) 
JQ 
Finally for the term A3，we can still use integration by parts and obtain 
^ f ePw ( dtl；} dw�J� 
—令 r dw dCj dw 诚 I A r dw c ePw 減 
_ .^Jq^^i dxi dxj 工 ^Jqdxi ^ dxidxj 工 
- S X S K ^ S ^ ) - (2.16) 
Here n — (1^ 1，••” Vd) is the unit outward normal vector to dil. Set 
Cj = 2sX(p^, l<i < d. 
OXj 
By 丨如=0，we have 
oxj on — 一 
. - . . . • • . 
Using this we can write the last term of (2.16) as 
The second term of (2.16) can be estimated by integration by parts as follows: 
V f -C-^^dxdt - V f - — I f ^ y X c d d 
左JQ 8工 i 'dxidxj 工 ~ ^Jg'idxj J j 工 t 
A f 1 fdwVdCj^ ^^ ri fdwY^ , 
J —1 
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=-[(sAVIVwHV^P + sXcp{A'il;)\Vw\^)dxdt 
JQ 
+ f sXcp^\Vw\''da. (2.18) 
h dn 
By the definition of Cj，we can write the first term of (2.16) as 
一 ^ f 2sx (x ^ ^ ^ ^ \ dw dw 減 
^ JQ \ dxi dxj dxidxj J dxi dxj 
= V [ 25AV(V^ • Vwfdxdt 
V^ f ^ � SPib dw dw , . ^ . 
+ 前 一 或 硕 - t . (2.19) 
Since w\da = 0，we have |Viu| = 繁 . T h e n summiiig up (2.17)-(2.19), we have 
As = - I {sX^cplVwl^lVipl^ -^ sX(pAi;\Vw\'^)dxdt + / 2sX'^(p{V'iJ; • Vwfdxdt 
JQ JQ 
v^ f � � S^ib dw dw • • 厂 � d t p dw 2 
+ E 严 L 一 右 ‘ 血 . （2-20) 
• t J Q L/Ju^L/JUJ L/JU^ yJJb't J ^  L// o \J!h 
%yJ = L 
Using the above estimates for Ai, A2 and 头，we obtain 
{LiW, 
= f V + sX^(p\Vip\'\Vw\'')dxdt + f 25AV(V^ • "^wfdxdt 
JQ JQ 
一 义 * 芸 際 不 ， （2.21) 
where 
+ 一 驢 競 卜 _ 
ljJ=l J 
16 
Henceforth C > 0 and Cq > 0 denote generic constants which are independent of 
A > 0 and 5 > 0. 
Now we estimate |Xi|. It is easy to verify that 
f 
^ l^xj < latxj < CXip", ( 2 2 3 ) 
� < C么 |at| < 6^2， \au\ < Cip^, 
which imply 
I • 釣 | (2.24) 
‘ < CAV, )| < CX(f, 
Consequently, 
|Xi| < C f + \ 各 + s\^\Vw\''}dxdt (2.25) 
Jq 
for sufficiently large s and A. 
On the other hand, since > CQ on Q \ a; and 盜 < 0 on dQ, using (2.25) 
we see from (2.21) that 
(Liw, > / (S^X^CP^CqW^ + sX^^p<?Q\Vw^)dxdt 
Jq\Q� 
Jqu 
-C [ + + sX(p\Vw\'^}dxdt. (2.26) 
Jq 
Therefore we obtain 
(Liw, L2w)l2{q) + / + sX^(p\Vw\'^)dxdt 
Jqo. 
> C [ + sX''(p\Vw\^)dxdt 
Jq 
一 C [ sX^(p)w'' + sXcp\Vw\^}dxdt 
Jq 
> C [ {s^X'^cp^w'^ + sX''cp\Vw\'^)dxdt (2.27) 
Jq 
17 
for A > 0 and 5 > 0 sufficiently large. Hence by (2.12) we have 
ll/�i2(Q) > ^WfsWh^Q) > {LiW,L2w)L2^Qy 
This with (2.27) leads to 
0 < {LiW,L2w)l2{q) + J {s^X^cp^w^ + sX^(p\S7w\'^)dxdt 
< ||/5||i2(Q) + / (2.28) 
Jqu, 
Furthermore, it follows from (2.11), (2.27) and (2.28) that 
f {s^XVw^ + sX''cp\Vw\'')dxdt 
JQ 
< ||/s||i2(g)+ / + sX'^(p\Vw\'^)dxdt 
Jqu, 
< C f (s^AVIA^IV + + C [ g � a滅 
JQ JQ 
+ C [ {s^x^cp^w'^ + sX^(p\Vw\'^)dxdt 
Jqu, 
If we take sufficienly large s and A, then the first term on the right hand side can 
be absorbed into the left hand side, and so 
f {s^X'^cpV + sX''ip\Vw\'')dxdt 
JQ 
< C f + C f (s^X'^cp^w'' + sX^cp\Vw\'^)dxdt. (2.29) 
JQ Jqu, 
Next we will estimate Aw and Wt- First by (2.8), we have 
Aw — —Liw — 1•训2扮-satw. 
Hence using (2.23) and the fact that 1 / < C, we can deduce 
I — lAu; '^dxdt = f —(Liw + X'^s'^cp^ Vip ^ w + satwfdxdt JQ JQ scp^ 
< C [ {Liwfdxdt + C f {s^X^s^if^ + s(p^)w'^dxdt. (2.30) 
JQ JQ 
While for Wt, we have from (2.9) that 
Wt = L2W — 2sX(pVtp • Vw — •训2切， 
18 
thus 
f — wt?dxdt 二 f —{L2W 一 2sX(pVTp • Vw - 2sX^cp\Viljfwydxdt 
Jq S(p Jq scp 
< C [ + (7 / (sAVlVwp + sX^(pw'^)dxdt (2.31) 
JQ JQ 
On the other hand, by (2.28), we have 
(law, L2w)l2(q)\ < ||/S||I2(Q) + 2 / 彷2 ^  sA^(plVwl^)dxdt. 
«/ Qw 
This with (2.12) gives 
< 3||/,||i2(Q)+4 f + sX^(p\'^w\^)dxdt. (2.32) 
Jqu, 
From its definition, fs can be bounded by 
||/�i2(Q) < c f g � a诚 
JQ 
+ C [ s^X^if'^lAiPl^w'^dxdt + C 
JQ JQ 
Substituting into (2.32) yields 
< c f g � a诚 + c [ + sX''cp\Vw\'')dxdt 
JQ Jqu, 
+ C 训2 + 容2入4一 I•训2 )仿2血也. ( 2 . 3 3 ) 
JQ 
Henceforth we fix a sufficiently large A > 0. Then for sufficiently large s � 0 we 
obatin from (2.29)-(2.31) and (2.33) that 
f 丄（Aty 2 + yjt '^)dxdt Jq 
< C [ g�a減 + c [ s'^^^iiPdxdt 
Jq JQ 
+C / {s(p\Ww\'^  + s^(pV)dxdt. (2.34) 
Jqu, 
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It is easy to check that 
with ⑷ 二 l/(力(T 一伪，a n d 
IjJ—上 
using the uniform ellipticity of —A，thus we have 
( 丄 減 < C 「 [ ± ( / 1 ~ 丫 + 
Jq \dxidxjj 一 Jo \dxidxj J ) 
< J + \w\'')dxyt 
=C f —(Aw 2 + w '^ydxdt. 
JqS(P 
Combining with the estimate (2.34) yields 
[ — f v ^ ^ dxdt 
< C [沒V犯f (— + s^A w'^dxdt 
一 JQ JQ J 
+C / {s(p\Vw\'^  + (2.35) 
Jqu. 
Summing (2.29) and (2.35), and taking 5 > 0 sufficiently large so that we can 
absorb /q + s���m^dxdt into the term Jg{scpyw'^dxdt, we obtain 
f ( —f V / ^ + ktl^l + scp\Vw\'^ + s^cp^w'^Xdxdt 
Jq is(p\ ^^ dxidxj / J 
< C [ + C f + (2.36) 
Jq JQ� 
We next change the function w back to z. Recall that z = then 




< CM, 内I < M < ( V (2.37) 
for fixed A > 0, we see 
‘丨 IV犯 < Cs�hiP + 
^ |zt|2e2犯 < CsYw! + C\wtf, (2.38) 
‘ < Cs^i^w'' + CsVlV^p + p. 
Again by (2.37), for large 5 > 0, we have 
， = e2犯|z|2，iVtyp < qVzpe2犯 + C^V^kPe^^", 
< \wt\'' < q 而 + 犯， (2.39) 
Applying (2.38) and (2.39) in both sides of (2.36)，we obtain 
[ { - ( y A 2 + + 吵 + s'cphAe'^-dxdt 
而I吵Viti紅巧 / J 
< C [ g2e2sadxdt + C [ + (2.40) 
JQ Jqu> 
Finally, to conclude Lemma 2.2，we need to remove the term 
Jq� 
from (2.40). Let us choose p G such that = 1, 0 < p < 1 with u C ui. 
We multiply the both sides of — Az — g 二 0 with scpzpe^^^ and integrate in x 
and t over Q, then we have 
/ Sifze '^^ ^pAzdxdt < / scpzpe^ '^^ ztdxdt + / s^zpe '^^ ^gdxdt . (2.41) 
JQ JQ JQ 
But using (2.23), integration by parts and Schwarz's inequality the right hand 




二 i , spipe^^'^^z^dxdt 2Jq dt 
= I f sp一 a》\%ldx 一 I [ sp[cpte2sa + 2sCXtSa、？a工批 
2 Jn 2 Jq 
< C f s^ifSziei拟dxdt (2.42) 
一 JQ 
where we have used the fact that a(.，0) 二 a(.，T) = —oo, and 
/ scpzpe^^^gdxdt 
JQ 
< f s''(pW'dxdt + [ 〜 威 （2.43) 
JQ JQ 
On the other hand, by (2.23) and integration by parts, the left hand side of (2.41) 
can be bounded below as follows: 
/ s(pze^'''pAzdxdt = - sW {^ze^'''p) • \^zdxdt 
Jq JQ 
= - f s(ppe^'''\Vz\'^dxdt - f sze^'^'pVcp • Wzdxdt 
JQ JQ 
- f scpe^'^^zVp • Vzdxdt - [ scpzpVie^''') ‘ Vzdxdt 
Jq JQ 
> C [ - C [ sip\z\e'''\Vz\e'''dxdt 
Jqu, JQ 
-C / • 
JQ 
where we have used the following bounds 
for fixed A > 0. Consequently applying the Schwarz's inequality and Young's 
inequality: \ab\ < ea^ + 6^/(4^), the left hand side of (2.41) can be further • . • . , • • • 
bounded below by • . ‘ ‘ • . . . ‘ “ 
f sipze^'^'p/S.zdxdt > C [ scpe'^'''\Vz\^dxdt 
Jq Jqu, 





—C{e) [ (2.44) 
JQ 
for any 6" > 0. 
Now by (2.42)-(2.44), we obtain 
+ Ce [ + C f 丨V斤e?拟drcd力 （2.45) 
JQ JQ 
. . . . 
for s > 0 sufficiently large. Applying (2.45) to (2.40) with � = u j q , we derive 
f l - ( y ^ ^ ‘ + \ztA + + sVvle^-dxdi — 
JqIsp 如i如j y J 
< C f i^V^jjdi + C f 
JQ Jqu, 
+ C{€) f s^^^z^e^'^dxdt + C f \Vz\''e'''''dxdt 
JQ JQ 
+ Ce [ scp\Vz\''e'''''dxdt. 
JQ 
We then take e: > 0 sufficiently small and 5 > 0 sufficiently large，and can aborb 
the fourth and fifth terms at the right hand side into the left hand side. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. • 
Second Step. By the maximum principle, see e.g. [23], we readily see 
u{p, /i){x,t) > iniii{min/x(x), min t]{Xj i)}. 
xen xedQ,t>Q 
Hence 
u{p,fji){x,t) > e-^^imn{77o,ro}, x eU, t e (0,T). (2.46) 
Henceforth for simplicity we translate the time variable and consider the prob-





‘Ut{x,t) = Au{x,t) +p{x)u{x,t), X en, -S <t<T ， 
^ u{x,-6)=p{x), xe n (2.47) 
u{x,t) = 77(工，右)， xedn,-5<t<T. 
Then 
Lemma 2.3 There exists a constant M2 = M2(U, 6, T, O) > 0 such that 
丨丨+，/I)||C7+3’华(叫-明地，⑶ . 
Proof. Since (p, //) e li implies the compatibility condition of the first order, 
Lemma 2.3 follows from the classical parabolic theory (cf. [10], [23]). 
Third Step. We now prove (2.3). Recall that 0 = Let 
f 
f 二p-q, R = u�q,i/j, 
< (2.48) 
� a = u{p, fj,){', 9) 一 u{q, •，巧• 
Then it is easy to see that 
f 
wt = Aiy + ^ + fR, X eQ, -6 <t<T 
< w{x,9) = a{x), xeQ (2.49) 
ly = 0 on dn x {-S,T). 
By (2.46), we can set 
w 
Then, noting 爱 = A R + qR, we obtain 
‘ + f in 0 X {-6,T) 
z = 0 on dn X {-S,T). \ ' • 
Then setting 
y 二 zt, (2.51) 
. • ‘ . • • 
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. ‘ • . . . . . • • • . . 
we have 
= + Vy + b - q ) y + § i (学）.•么 in X (-J, T) (？明 
[ y = 0 on dn x {-S,T). 
By Lemma 2.3, we see that || ^ ||i^ oo(Q) is uniformly bounded for e U, and 
we apply Lemma 2.2 to (2.52) to obtain 
/ (去 • I ' + +邓 I•双+〜〜2)严她 
< C f ^ ( • Vz e23adxdt + C f s^Ye^'^dxdt (2.53) 
Jq dt\ R J Jq^ 
for large s > 0. 
We next estimate the first term of the right hand side of (2.53) • Using z{xj 没）= 
a{x)/R{xj6), we have 
办 , 1 ) = 1 > 膨 為 , (2.54) 
then by Lemma 2.3， 
JQ Je 
To the further estimate, we need the following result: 
Lemma 2.4 If a £ C^{Q) satisfies 
( T\ da — U - - ) 0, x ^ n , 0 < t < T , 
\ J 
then for all u e 
t 2 
[ [ e ' ' ' ' ' d x d t < C 2 { T ) [ \u{x,t)\''e'''''dxdt. 
JQ JE JQ 25 
Lemma 2.4 can be proved directly. This kind of results are essential for applying 
Caxleman estimates to inverse problems (see Isakov [16], Lemma 6.4.2, p.l53 or 
Klibanov [20], for example). 
We can directly verify that {t - ^ < 0, x e U, 0 < t < T’ so the 
application of Lemma 2.4 yields 
Jq 
with (72 > 0 independent of 5 > 0. Thus, taking large 5 > 0, we obtain from 
(2.53) that 
[f—(btl^ + |Ayp) + + sVVV'"血汝 
J q W / 
< c f sWe�拟械 + + ||(^ 咖1!2似). 
jQu 
For such fixed 5 > 0, we have e?犯，s^ cp^ e^ "^^  < C3 in Q and so 
3T , X 
J : J (去 ( M 2 + lAyH + + sWy'^'dxdt 
<C 丨而 力+ ⑴)• 
Jq<. 
Moreover, 
丄e2-，sSa, 一 3产a > ^^  > Q in Qx f ^ , 
S(p 一 乂 4 4 乂 
for the fixed 5 > 0. Hence we obtain 
J Qcj 
(2.55) 
Furthermore, by (2.50), (2.51) and (2.54) we have 
T ( 2VR \ 
2/ = / U - Az - 'Vz-(p- q)z\ dt 
4 
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= f : (y - J: 导 f : V 汉(A Od^-iP-^) f : y(工，0 超)dt 
4 0 
T ( a{x) \ a{x) \ f"^ 2VR{x,t) ( a{x) \ 
Then using the Schwarz's inequality, Lemma 2.3 and the fact that (p, ")，（g，i/) e 
U, we further deduce 
rp p 广等 nt 2Vi2 





< CsT J (2/^  + |Ai/|2 +1Vt/i^ + lb - … l i , / ) — 艺 
4 ^ 
+^ 5(11^ 1^1^ 2(0) + lb — 
Now (2.3) follows from this and (2.55). 
Fourth Step. Finally we prove (2.4). Setting 二 i^ t in (2.49), we have 
(i^Ot 二 A^(；l + p(x)wi + f(x)Rt(x, t), xen,-6<t<T 
< Wi{x, e) = Aa{x) + p{x)a{x) + f{x)R{x, 9) = 6(x), (2.56) 
wi{x,t) = 0， oc G dn, -S < t < T. 
V 
We then decompose (2.56) as follows: 
f 
vt = Av+p{x)v + f{x)Rt{x,t), X en, -S <t <T 
< v{x, -6) = 0, xen (2.57) 
v{x,t) = 0, xedQ, -5 <t<T 
< 
and 
ut 二 Aw + p{x)u(x, t), X eO., -S <t <T 
< u{x,e) = h{x)-v{x,e), xen (2.58) 
u{x, t) = 0, X edQ, -6 <t < T. 
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By the uniqueness of the backward parabolic problem (e.g. [10])，we know that 
[-S, T]) satisfies 
‘Ut = AU + p{x)U{x,t), xe n, -S <t<T 
< u{x,e) = 0, xen 
U{x,t) = 0, X G ao , -S<t<T, 
< 
then U{x, t) = 0, x ^ n,-6 < t < T. Therefore we see that 
Wi = u + V in Q (2.59) 
and 
z^;i(a;，—(J) = ti(:c，-(J)， xeQ. (2.60) 
Since wi — Wt, we have by Lemma 2.3 that 
I 奶 ( • ， = IW•，-<^ )llL«>(n) 
< Cg\\u{p,ij) - u{q, < C6M2, 
which, with (2.60), implies 
Thus we can apply the method of the logarithmic convexity (cf. Payne [26]) to 
obtain 
< -5 < t < 9. (2.61) 
Furthermore by the semigroup theory (e.g. Pazy [27]), we can write 
v{t) 二 t) = f + r e — - 6 <t <6. 
J-5 J-5 
Here 4 二 - A with V(A) = ff^(Q) n H认0). By |b||z/=o(n) < M and Lemma 2.3， 
we have 
I 卜⑷ LB � <Cj f I 卜(011丄2 � # + CVII/IIL 側， - 5 <t<e. 
J-5 
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The Gronwall's inequality then yields 
Ilv(t)IIL2(!l) < CsllfIlL2(!l)' -8 < t < o. (2.62) 
In view of (2.59), (2.56) and (2.58), the inequalities (2.61) and (2.62) imply 
IIWt(·, t) IIL2(!l) < lIu(·, t) IIL2(!l) + IIv(·, t)IIL2(!l) 
!±! 
< C9 I1u(·, 0) IIr!(!l) + C9I1fIIL2(!l) 
. . . ~ 
< C9 (lIaIlH2(!l) + IIfIlL2(!l») 8+6 + C9HfIlL2(!l). (2.63) 
By (2.63) we have 
IIJ.L - VIlL2(0) -lIu(p, J.L)(-, -8) - u(q, v)(-, -8)IIL2(!l) = IIw(·, -8)IIL2(!l) 
-1° Wt(·, e)d< + w(·, 9) 
-6 IIL2(!l) 
19 · ill < C9 _ 6 (lIa llJI2(O) + 1I1I1L2(0» 1+6 c.te + C9 111I1L2(0) (9 + 6) + lIaIlL2(0) 
_ C
9
(9 + 6) 11- (lIaIlH2(0) + 11111£2(0»1 
. Ilog(lIaIlH2(!l) + II/I1L2(0») I 
+C9 11/1IL2(!l) (0 + 8) + Ilallt2(!l) 
<C10 
Ilog(llallJl2(!l) + II/IIL2(0») I-
By noting that a = u(p, J.L)(-, 0) - u(q, v)(-, 0) and 1 =P - q, (2.4) follows from 
the last estimate above and (2.3). This complets the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
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Chapter 3 
• • . • • . . • 
The continuous formulation 
‘ •• . . . . 
. . . . . . 
3.1 Constrained minimization problem 
From the stability established in Chapter 2 we know that the inverse problem 
of reconstructing the initial temperature and the heat radiative coefficient are 
conditionally stable under a very smooth class of solutions to the corresponding 
parabolic system and the sufficiently rich observation data, including the data 
u e H^{OjT]L'^{uj)) and u{',9) € Clearly such a strict requirement on 
the observation data is not very practical. However, these stability results give 
us some important guidance and encouragement for the numerical reconstruc-
tion. Starting from this chapter, we will explore the possibility of the numerical 
reconstruction of both the initial temperature and the heat radiative coefficient. 
Contrary to the assumptions made in Chapter 2，the observation data and the 
admissible solution classes will be allowed to be much more practical here. 
From now on, we assume that only the observations ze{x) and z{x,t) given 
in (1.5) are available. Then we formulate the reconstruction of the initial tem-
perature n and the thermal radiative coefficient p in (1.1)-(1.2) as the following 
constrained minimizing process: 
minimize J{p, fj) = ]- f [ {u[p, fi) — zYdxdt + i f {u{p, fi){x, 6) — ze{x)y dx 
2 Jo JW 2 九 
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[ \Vpfdx + j f \VfjL\'^dx (3.1) 
Jn Jn 
subject to p € Ki, /i eK2 and u{-,t)三 w(p，aO(•，右）^  satisfying 
w(a;，0) = /i(x) in 0; (^工，尤）二77(工，亡）on DQ x {0,T) (3.2) 
[ut(t>dx+ [ Vu-V^dj：: f p{x) u(t>dx "i^eH她 (3.3) 
Jn Jn Jn 
for a.e. t G (0,T). Note that the system (3.2)-(3.3) is the variational formu-
lation associated with the parabolic problem (1.1)-(1.3). In the sequel, we may 
denote the solution of this variational problem as u{p, fi) or u{p, fi){x,t). The 
measurement functions z and ze satisfy that z E T; and z^ € 
the constants P and 7 are regularization parameters. We remark that the H � 
seminorm regularization for both p and fjb used in (3.1) can be replaced by the 
seminorm of bounded variations when one wants to reconstruct some discon-
tinuous thermal radiative coefficient p{x) and initial data iJ>{x). With such a 
replacement of regularization, all the results of this paper follow, with only some 
natural modifications of the proofs here combined with our previous technical 
treatments for EV-fanctions as done in [5，19]. The constrained sets Ki and K2 
above are chosen to be as follows: 
iiTi 二 {p G ifi(n); \p{x)\ < ai a.e. in 0}, 
iiC2 二 e 丑 0 < jLc(x) < a2 a.e. in 0 } . 
Here ai and «2 are two positive constants. 
3.2 Existence of minimizers to the minimization 
problem 
To show the existence of the minimizers to the minimization problem (3.1)-(3.3), 
we first prove 
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Lemma 3.1 For any sequences {pn} in Ki which converges to some p* G Ki in 
and {/In} in K2 which converges to some fi* G K2 in asn~^ co, 
we have 
lim f [{u(pn,JIN)-zfdxdt = [ [ {u{j)\ijr)-zfdxdt, and 
Jo Ju3 Jo 九 
]im [ {u{pn.tJin){x,e)-Z0{x)fdx = / {u{p*, fl*){x,e) - Zo{x)fdx. 
Jn Jn 
Proof. Take any p G iiC 1 and /x ^ K2, • ; u{p, /i) - 77 G 丑。丄⑶.Then for (3.3)， 
integrating both sides with respect to t, we have n ut{u - ri)dxdt + f f Vw • V(w — ！ Jo Jn 
= 1 1 p{x)u{u — rfjdxdt, 
Jo Jn n utudxdt + I / Vu - Vudxdt 
’ � Jo Ja 
= UtTjdxdt + / / Vw. Vrjdxdt + / / p{x)u^dxdt + / / p(x)ur]dxdt, 
Jo Jn Jo Jn Jo Jn Jo Jn 
< I { - urjtdt)dx + [ u{t)rj{t)dx - / u{0)7]{0)dx 
Jn Jo Jn Jn 
[ f \Vu\^dxdt+ f f \Vrj\'^dxdt) + f f u^dxdt 
2 JQ Jn Jo Jn Jo Jn 
+令(/ / u^dxdt + / / ri^dxdt). 
2 Jo Jn Jo Jn 
So we have 
f u^dx < C1 + C2 f f u^dxdt. 
Jn Jo Jn 
By Gronwall inequality, we have 
r [ u'dxdt < CeC< SC eCJ 
Jo Jn 
which is finite for any t 6 (0，T]. This implies the sequence fin)} is bounded 
in the space T; Hence we can extract a subquence, still denoted by 
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• • 
{w(PH，"n)} s.t. -> U* weaJcly in 
We next show that u* 二 t^ (p*，,). We multiply both sides of (3.3) by a 
function T]{t) € T] with TJ{T) = 0，we get 
/ u{pn,fJ>n)t(hd工+ / "^u(pn,lin).�(hdX(H= / pMjPn, fJm)(hdj：. 
Jn Jn Jn 
Then integrating both sides with respect to t. we get 
f if U{pn, fJ'n)t'ndi)(l>dx + f f Vu{pn, f^n) ^ ^dxdt 
Jn Jo Jo Jn 
= PnUipn, 
Jo Jn 
/ {[u{pn, finMo - u{p-n, iir,)r]tdt)(j)dx + / / jin) . Vctyqdxdt 
Jn Jo Jo Jn 
= / / PnUiPn, IJm)<hdxdt, 
Jo Jn 
/ HnVi^)(l>dx + / / PnU(pn,Hn)<hdxdt 
JQ JO Jn 
==- / uijPn, fhi)rh(l>dxdt + / / Vu{pn, fin) ' V^dxdt, 
Jo Jn Jo JQ 
/ lJLnrj{0)(l>dx + / / p*u{pn, 工dt + / / (Pn - f)u{pn, 
Jn Jo Jn Jo Jn 
二 - / uijPn, lJm)r]t恤clt + / / Vu{pn,IMi) '^(l>r]dxdt 
Jo Jn Jo Jq 
Since Jq f^{Pn - p*)u{pn, 0 by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Young's inequality and the Lebesgue dominant theorem, letting n oo, and 
by u{pnj Hn) -> we have 
/ / / p*u*(lyqd:cdt 二 — / / u*r]t伞docdt+ / / Vw* • V^dxdt 
Jn Jo Jn Jo Jn Jo Jn 
which is valid for any Tj(t) E C^[0,T] with 77(T) = 0. This implies the equation is 
also true for any r}(t) e C^(0,T). So 
[u;(t)dx + [ Vu*-V(l)dx = [ pu*(t)dx, W(t> G Fo^(Q) 
Jn Jn JQ 
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and get u*{0) = fi*. Thus we know u* = u(p*,ill*). 
Then 
lim f [ 一 zfdxdt - f [ ( • ， - zfdxdt 
Jq 九 Jq Joj 
二 lim / I - u'^{p\iJi*))dxdt - 2 lim / / z{u{pn, Hn) - nip*, fjr))dxdt 
n-^oojQ 九 ooJo Juj 
二 0. 
i.e. T T 
lim f l\u(pn,fQ-zfdxdt 二 f / {u{p*,fjr)-zfdxdt. 
T^-J-oo Jo Ju Jo Ju) 
And 
l i m [ {u{pn,pin){XrO) - Z0{x)fdx - [ { u { p * 9 ) - zo{x)fdx 
Jq Jn 
=Hm L � u � n , 9 ) — ZiV，/0(a;，e))dx 
- 2 lim I Z0{x){u{pn, /in)(a：, 0) — u{p*, fJL*){x, e))dx 
二 0. 
i.e. 
lim f (w(;w/0(:r，60 -q (a0 )2ob= f {u{p\ fi*){x,e) - ze{x)fdx. 
Jn Jn 
• 
Then we can show 
Theorem 3.1 There exists at least one minimizer to the optimization problem 
(3.1)-(3.3). 
Proof. We know that for any constant function p in Ki, " in i^2，J{p, m) is 
bounded. Thus min J(p, fj) is finite over Ki x K2 and there exists a minimizing 
sequence {pm Mn} with pn E Ki, pn ^  K2 such that 
lim J ( j ) n , f J > n ) = — �彻 " )， 
n—oo pGKi 
. • • . . . • • 
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-
and there is a subsequence, still denoted as /Xn} such that Pn — TP*, {•in — M* 
in with p* e Ki and n* e iiTs-
Then by Lemma 3.1, we have 
< lim i / [{u{pn,tin) 一 zfdxdt + lim ； f {u{pn, fin){x,e) - ze{x)ydx 
N-^OO 2 JQ J⑴ oo ^ JQ 
+;^Hminf f \Vpn?dx + Tliminf [ \VfXn\'^ dx 
n~Hx> J^  n—oo J^  
< liminf J(pn,/i„) 
n-^ oo 
= min J{jp, u) 
which indicates {p*,fJ>*) is a minimizer of J(-,.) over Ki x K � . ( c f . [18],[19],[21]). 
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Chapter 4 




4.1 Finite element space 
We now propose a finite element metliod for solving tlie continuous minimization 
problem (3.1)-(3.3). For the purpose, we first triangulate the polyhedral domain 
O with a regular triangulation T紅 of simplicial elements (cf. Ciarlet [8]). Then 
we define the finite element space Vh to be the space of all continuous piecewise 
o 
linear functions over 7\ and Vh a subspace of Vh with all functions vanishing on 
the boundary dO.. Let Mh == be the set of all nodal points of T\ then we 
approximate the constrained subsets Ki and K2 by 
Kih = [ph € Vh； \Ph{xi)\ < Oil for Xi € JVk}, 
K2h = {ma e Vh] 0 < < «2 for Xi G JVk j . 
To fully discretize the system (3.1)-(3.3), we need also the time discretization. 
We thus divide the time interval [0，T] into M equally-spaced subintervals by 
using nodal points 
0 = f = T 
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with r = nr，r 二 T/M. For a continuous mapping u : [0，r] -> L2(n)，we define 
vT- = w(-,nr) for 0 < n < M. For a given sequence C we define 
its difference quotient and the averaging iZ" of a function w(.，t) as follows: 
权n 一 权 1 产 以，丑"二上 / u(c,t)dt 
r T Jtn-l 
where for n 二 0，we let u^ = w(�0). 
4.2 Two important discrete projection opera-
tors 
For our later analysis, we now introduce two discrete projection operators. The 
first is a quasi-L^ projection operator TTh： T4 given by 
(TThW, Vh}h = (w, Vh), yw e I^2(fi)，Vh e Vh 
where (.，denotes the lumped mass discrete L^-inner product: 
{^h, Vh)h= / h{uhVh) dx, yuh,Vh € Vh. 
Jn 
Here is the nodal value interpolation operator associated with, the finite ele-
ment space Vh- The operator tivpossesses the following properties (cf. Nochetto 
Verdi [25], Xu [31]): 
TThW < C w , lim ty—7l7l^ ;^|l 二 0， Vti; G (4.1) 
一 h-^O 
\T^hw\\Hi{n) < C\\w\\Hi{n), l想||t^;一 7^ /^ l^；||Hl(n) = 0， Vw G iJi(Q). (4.2) 
where || • || is the L^-norm in JL^ (O). NOW let 7rhw{x) = then it is 
easy to see that 
让 二 (^,<tH�二小i) 
‘ { ( l > i , (Xfh), 
therefore we have iThW G Kih (resp. K2h) for any w e Ki (resp. K2). This 
property is cnieial to our later convergence analysis. It is important to note that 
the standard L^ projection does not have such a nice property [4 . 
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The second operator we need is a discrete operator Qh ： — Vu wMch 
preserves the boundary values, namely QhW = QhV on dO. for any two functions 
w,v e fir^(n) satisfying w = v on dQ. Clearly the quasi-L^ projection Wh does 
not have such a property. The standard nodal value interpolation Ih associated 
with the space Vh has the aforementioned two properties but it is well-defined 
only for smoother functions and it does not have the stability estimates shown in 
(4.1)-(4.2) either. Next we introduce such a boundary value preserving operator 
Q"，which was first proposed by Scott-Zhang [28]. For any Xi e 从 (the set of 
nodal points in T”，choose Ti to be a (rf - l)-siinplex from the triangulation T" 
- • 
with vertices zi (Z = 1，…，d) such that zi = x,. The choice of n is not unique "‘ 
in general, but if e d^l, we take n C dQ. Let 6i e Vi{Ti), the set of all linear 
polynomials on Tj, be the unique function satisfying 
/ ^jAfcb 二 5ii， Z 二 l，-.*，cZ 
where Xi is the barycentric coordinate of n (see Ciarlet [8]) with respect to zi. 
Obviously, 
/ Oivdx = v{xi) for any v € 
J Ti 
The average nodal value interpolant Qh is then defined by 
Nh n 
Q j M 工 糾 卜 • (4.3) 
For any v G 丑"2(泥)，观 define 
Qiv{x) = 也⑷ f = Vx G dn. (4.4) 
xiedn 人‘ 
Note that the above definitions for Qu and Q欠 do not make sense for n = 1. In 
this case, we let Qh and Q欠 to be the standard nodal value interpolant Ih on Vh, 
this is well-defined since H^O) C (n = 1). 
Lemma 4.1 The operator Qh defined by (4-3) satisfies (cf. [28]) 
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(a) QhW = QhV on dQ ifw,ve and w = v on dO.; 
( b ) It; 一 QhvWisi) < h'-'\v\Hsia) ^ v e IP(n) 二 1，2;力=0，1). 
(c) \Qhy\m{n) < blHi(n) \\Qhv\\H^n) < ll'^ I^Ui(fi) Vv E 
4.3 Finite element problem 
With the above notation and the discretization of the first term of (3.1) by the 
composite trapezoidal rule in time, we formulate the finite element approximation 
of the problem (3.1)-(3.3) as follows: 
minimize Ab/i，""）= ^Yj^n J KiPh, fJ'h) - z'^fdx + ^ ^ W (Ph^ l^h) - zef dx 
[ \Vph\'^dx-{-j f iVfihl'^dx (4.5) 
Jn Jn 
over allp/i G Kih and fjLh € Kih with ujj 三 tt2(Pft，队、G 14 satisfying 
ul 二 fih and < = Q l r + K^ (4.6) 
f drul (t>hdx + [ V < • V^hdx = [ Phul ^h eVh (4.7) 
Jn Jn Jn 
for n = 1，2，• • •，M. Here ao = ckm = | and = 1 for all ri / 0，M while u^ eVh 
and Tio > 0 is an integer such that tiqT == 0. Note that fj'^ is the average of r]{x, t) 
on [r—i，r], so Q f^j"" is easy to calculate on the boundary dQ. using (4.4). 
About the existence of the minimizers to the finite element problem (4.5)-
(4.7), we have the following theorem, which can be proved basically along the 
same line as given in Keung-Zou [18，19] combining with the stability estimates 
and convergence results of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 below. 
4.4 Existence of minimizers to the finite ele-
ment problem 
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Lemma 4.2 For any sequence nl} in Kih x K2h，which converges to some 
{pL f4i}切 ^i/i X K2h in 丑 as k tends to 00，we have for n = …，M， 
Proof. By the definition of • ! ， a n d fJ^), we have 
[drul{pijjL^)(t>ndx + [ 
Jn Jn 
=Jjl<{pli i^)( l>Hdx, ycl>h eVk (4.8) 
[drul(pl,iil)<t>hdx + f Vul(jpl,iil) 'V(j>ndx 
Jn Jn 
二 [ TMM，IJ^*Mhd:c,柳h e�h (4.9) Jn 
Taking (j>h = rulQ{pl, (il) where u^ q 二 inside Q, and u^ q = 0 on dO,. Use the 
fact that Pft < QJi, we have 
Summing both sides over n = 1, 2, '"jk< M, we have 
1 思 ^ 丨 丨 喊 < c 
M 
T l = l 
with C independent of h, r and k. 
Let wj:(k) = uKjpI - ul ipl /4)，and (4.9)- (4.8)，we have 
[drwl{k)cj>hdx + f Vwl{k)'(j>hdx = [ plKipl - f phulipl fil)<l>f,dx 
Jn Jn Jn Jn 
二 [ plwl{k)(j>hdx - I {pi 一 pl)ul{pl i^l)(l>hdx, \ 
Jn Jn 
Then taking (t)h = gives 
\\HimUn) — - I K — i � Ili2 � + rWVwmWhin) 
< ⑶〒衆{>S(a;)-:pM:c)|}||<(pS，/4)||i2⑶丨IwUAOII巧 
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Summing the above inequality over n 二 1，2，• ••，M，and by GronwaH's inequality, 
we have 
w 渊 m ff^in) as k->oo. 
Thus our desire result follows. • 
Lemma 4.3 For any sequences {pf^} in Kih which converges to some p^ e Kih in 
and {/x^} in K^h which converges to some jjbl E K^h in as fc — oo， 
we have 
M 广 M f 
^lY^C^n J Kipl lA) - Z^fdx =互石 an 义 血 ， — 
lim \ [ W i p l f ^ D - z e Y d x = 1 1 {ul^iphiD-zeYdx 
fc—OO 2 Jq Z Jq 
Proof. 
M . M . 
lim “ 乞 ） - — / {uKjpI^ixD - z - f d x 
=to ^ ^ a. lA)f -
M . 
= 0 . 
i.e. 
M 厂 M 广 
lim / {ulipl M )^ - z-fdx 二 5 E c^ n / Kipl Hi) 一 z-fdx. 
And 
l^™ i l y i M , lA) 一 zefdx 一 \ JWijPl Ml) 一 zefdx 
= i M^))' - {uTipl 




lim i f Wivl lA) 一 ^efdx = •厂 ( < � b L K) 一 卻 fdz. 
k^oo 2 Jq ^ Jn 
• 
Then we can show 
Theorem 4.1 There exists at least one minimizer to the finite element problem 
Proof. We know that for any constant function ph in i^ iA, /J>h An Kih, Jkiph, IMi� 
is bounded. Thus min J"(p/^，jLZ/i) is finite over Kih x Kih and there exists a 
minimizing sequence {pl, l4 } with € Kih, ^ such that -
lim Jft(p|，/4) 二 Jh{ph,fJ>h), 一 
and there is a subsequence, still denoted as {p交，/xj} such that pi p^ tA — MA 
in with pi G Kij, and /xj E 
Then by Lemma 4.3，we have 
Jkiplnl) < H^m ^ E an / K i p l /i^) - z-fdx + i ' ^efdx 
+/?limiiif f VpJP(ix + 7liminf f 
fc—oo J^ k-^ oo J^ 
< limmiUplfxl) 
k->oo 
= min Jh{Ph,fJ'h) 
which indicates (p ,^ nl) is a minimizer of J/i(.，•) over Kih x K2h- 口 
4.5 Discrete minimizers and global minimizers 
In the rest of this chapter we are going to prove the convergence of the discrete 
minimizers of (4.5) to the global minimizers of (3.1). For this purpose, we will 
first present three auxiliary lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.4 For any given function f G we have 
Eif) < 2r ( £ ntfdt) ( f { t ) d t + max f{t)) (4.10) 
where E{p) is the approximation error given by 
广T Af 
五(尸)二 i 尸⑷办一 i g [ ( 广 1) 
Proof. We can write 
For Ei {p) j we can estimate as follows: 
1 ^ / C^  \ 1/2 / r^ \ 1/2 
五 1(/2)| t - g C j ^ 一 (/⑷一 /(tfc/t) ( /广 a � + /(产))2 出） 
IX—1 
M t^n 112 f M 1/2 
< - { e X J 彻 們 M { i j i j 彻 + 們 M 
< I ( £ f i t f d t ) { 2 £ f m + 2 r ^  m ) 
Similar estimate holds also for 
Now the estimate (4.10) follows immediately from the above estimates for Bi(f^) 
and B2( f ) . • 
From now on, we assume that the given boundary function in (1.3) satisfies 
and then extend r} into the domain O by solving the boundary value problem at 
each time t: 
A77*(:r，t) = 0 in 77* (a;, t) = on dQ. 
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With this extension we have t) G T; ff^(Q)). Note that this extension 
is only used in the convergence analysis and will never be needed in the numerical 
algorithm. 
Remark 4.1 Note that t) == 77(0;，t) on dn, so their averages over f 
are also the same, i.e. fj^{x) 二 巧 o n dn. Using this，we can write Qhfj；= 
Ql^ + with ul eVh- Then the solution u^ in (4.6) can be decomposed as 
ul = Qir + K 二 Qhfj; + « 一驳). (4.11) 
This will be an important relation in our subsequent analysis. 
Lemma 4.5 Let M/i) be the solution of the finite element problem (4.6)-
7) corresponding to ph € Kih and Hh ^ Kih，then we have the following stability 
estimates 
M 
(l|V<lli2(n) + l l ^ X f ) <C{\\Hh\\h{n) + ll”*lllfi(o，r;ffi(n))). 
— 一 n=l 
with C independent of ph, /jth，h and r. 
Proof. We choose 如 = - ul) in (4.7) and use (4.11) to obtain 
K - < - i X ) + r ( V<，V < ) 
=ripH ul <) - T {pnul, Qufn) + r Quff：) + r ( • <， 
then using the Young's inequality: ah < ea^ + ⑷ ， G R\ we derive 
臺 W - 臺 I K - T + r 陶 2 
< 2rai \\ulf + ^rWdrKf + r WQufj^ f + 
+ \ra,\\Q^fj:f. (4.12) 
Next we choose = Tdr{uh — wj) in (4.7) and use (4.11) to have 
二 T {pnK, drUl) - T {pHUl drQuff：) + T drQhf}：) + T ( • <，V d r Q u t ) . 
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Using Young's inequality gives 
< 2Ta\\\ulf + jrPXf + + 
+ + \T\\VQudrf\:f. (4.13) 
Summing up (4.12) and (4.13) and then the resulting inequality over n = < 
M, we come to 
• ( 丨 丨 丨 如 ； r 
n=l 
1 k ？ 
< " (IKIP + llVpftf) + 3r(ai + al) ^ \\ulf + C : 
2 n=l 




Lemma 4.6 For any sequence {ph，/Lth} Vh x Vh converging to {p, /j} weakly in 
X as h — 0，we have 
j (<(l^/^，/i")(aO -Z0(a;))2cf:c 义 ( • ， - 卻 ⑷ ) � 2 ： ， 
rj^an / {Kiph, — z'^fdx 4 / / {u{p,") - zfdxdt 
n=0 九 九 
when /i 0 and r 0. 
Proof. For 1 < n < M, we shall use the notation 
1 r^^ 
> Jtn-l 
and for Ti = 0，丑0 = w � = 
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We choose • = t•一V/^  in (3.3)，then integrate over [ r 一 � f ] to obtain 
[drvr'(l)hdx+ f Vu" . V(j)hdx = [ p{x)u^(l>hdx (t>h eVh - (4.14) 
J a Jn Jn 
Now subtracting this equation from (4.7) yields 
f dr(ul - vr)(l>hdx + f V « —权• V^hdxdt = / (Ph < - P w") 4>hdx. 
Jn Jn J^ 
Set tjI == wj - Qhu'^r we next show that T?^  converges to zero as h, r 0 . Noting 
o 
the form u^ in (4.6) and the definition of Qh, we know u^ — Qhu"" eVh- Thus we 
can take = r {ul 一 Q^u") as a test function in the above equation and obtain 
r f TjldrTjldx + T [ 
Jn Jn 
Jn Jn Jn 
summing up over n = 1,2,- M and using the inequality � 
Z ji 
we derive 
1 1 fc 
^HWh^n) - ^HWhin)+tX)丨丨•成⑶ 
71=1 
k k 广 k 广 
< r a ^ y ^ M f ^ r y . / + (ph - rj^dx 
t^l n=l n=l 
+ r y ] f d人u孔 一 u^)r]ldx + r y ] [ dr{u^ - QhU^)v]ldx 
f 寧一 Qh外 Vrj恤 
n=l Jn 
三 ： E ( I L . (4-15) 
m=l 
We now estimate the terms (I)饥 one by one. First for (I)?，using the bound of ph 




< Jrai V + Jai [ \\Qhu{t) - u{t)fdt. 2 n=i 2 Jo 
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< \\Ph-p\\y\\\Vh\\ su-p \u{x,t)\dt 
n=l 
T . . 1,2 , fc \ 1/2 
< (义 S器 I • ， 力 ) | 2 办 ) r I^ II^ JJII j 
n=l 
To estimate (1)4, we use the formula 
k k 
^(an - a„_i) hn = ttkbk — Oo&O — CLn-liK - bn-i) (4.16) 
n=l ri=l 
and the stability estimates of ul and Qh in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5 to obtain that 
Jfe 
(1)4 = [ - u )^ridx - T ^ f {u''-' - u--')drri^ dx 
Jn nZi^^ 
< j : + + 右 | _ | 2广{ J: 
< c v ? . 
Using (4.16), Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5 again，the term (I)^ can be estimated as follows: 
(1)5 = [ Qnu'Udx 一 f - Qnu'Kdx 
J^ Jn 
fc广 
- r V / {u^-' - QHu''-')drr]ldx 
n=l ^^ 
< Ch ||V#|| \\T]^\\ + ll/z - QhfJ'\\{\\lJ'h - mII + II" - QftPil) 
丨 1 1 一 — Q , - 广 
n=l 71=1 
< + Ch'^ M\h{o,T',mm - Qhfj'f + IW - mIP) 
+(7(义 ll^ x(^ ) 一 QhuitWdty^. 
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Finally for (I)g we have 
k 
(1)6 < rJ^Mu''' QhU^W IIV^ I^I 
71=1 
< \\u{t) - Qhu{t)fdt 
一 4 3 Jo 
Substituting the above estaimates for (1)2 through (I)g into (4.15), then using the 
approximation properties of Qh and the discrete Gronwall，s inequality we obtain | • I 
the following convergence 
k 
and r ^  ||VK - 0 
―^"^― 71=1 
when h and r both tend to 0’ this with the relation 
< —ii" = « - QhU^ + {QhU^ - u^) 
implies the convergence 
k 
max IK - n^ ll 0 and r V ||VK - 0. (4.17) 
l<n<M 
—— n=l 
Now we are ready to show the desired convergence of Lemma 4.6. We first 
make the following manipulations: 
(II)三 T 厂 K(p/^ ，iik) - z^fdx - [ [ { u { p , - zfdxdt 
^ ^ Jw Jo J^ 
M ^ M ftn 
= / K - z'^Ydx - V / {u- zfdxdt 
M p. M f 广 
= ( K 一 + (<—1 - — E / / ( 以 一 和 肚 
M 广 广 
= j j « 一 + K—l - , - 〒 } 血 _ 义 { ( , - + …"-1 — ,-1)2}"工 
TI-—1 
々 i j : { ( � � - 1 ) 2 -(以一 
三：（11二+(11)2. 
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By (4.10), (11)2 can be bounded by 
P r pT X 1/2 / .T \ 1/2 
1(11)2! < 2r J ( 义 { u - zf,dtj ( 义 { u - z Y d t - h m ^ l u - zf j dx 
< 2r (义 j�u-z)^dxd?j (||w - 一 ) + \\u - ^||C(O,T;U；)), 
< Ct, 
while (11)1 can be estimated as follows: 
M 广 
n=0 J � 
(M 广 � 1 / 2 , M � 1 / 2 
< K — un'dx X ； / K - + u^dx 
\n=0 / \n=0 ^ ^ J 
thus (II) -> 0 as ^ 0 and r 0 using (4.17). This proves the second part of 
Lemma 4.6 while the first part can be shown similarly. • 
Finally we can state the following convergence theorem about the finite ele-
ment problem (4.5)-(4.7): 
Theorem 4.2 Let {pj, IJ'l}h>Q be a sequence of minimizers to the finite element 
problem (4.5)-(4.7). Then each subsequence of {pi,/xJ}/i>o has a subsequence 
converging in to a minimizer of the continuous problem (3.1)-(3.3). If 
the minimizers of the continuous problem are unique, then the whole seqeunce 
{vh l^h}h>o converges to the unique minimizer of (3.1)-(3.3). 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that Jh{p*h, ^ C for some constant C indepen-
dent of r and h. This implies that {p^} and {nl} are both bounded in 
and so there exists a subsequence of {p^} and {/xj} each, still denoted as {p^} 
and {/ij} , such that 
pI-^P* weakly in 丑i(n), weakly in H\n). 
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Then for any p G Ki and /x e K2, we have by Lemma 4.6 and the properties of 
TTh in (4.1)-(4.2) that 
M « 1 n 
+"liminf ||VpJ||2 + 7limiiif 
h-^O h-*0 
r->0 r->0 
< liminf Jhipl, ijQ < lim inf Jh{7^ hP, TTA/X) 
fe—O A-+0 
T->0 r->0 
=^ J^ j{u(p,ix) - zf dxdt - ^e{x)fdx 
二 彻“)， 
that is, {pI, ji)} is a minimizer of the problem (3.1)-(3.3). The proof of the last 一 
statement is standard. • 
• ‘ • . • • •. . . . 
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Chapter 5 
Numerical algorithms 
5.1 Gateaux derivative 
This chapter is devoted to some iterative methods for solving the discretized 
finite element minimization of Jhiph, fJ'h) over Kih and Kih in (4.5)-(4.7). For the 
purpose we need to calculate the Gateaux derivative of Jkiph, fJ>h) at any given 
o 
direction (办，Xh) G VhX Vh, this derivative will be written as Jh{ph, fJ'hYiqh, ^h)-
o 
Note that the directions for jih are searched only in Vh instead of T4 because 
of the considered Dirichlet boundary condition. This can be easily adapted for 
Neumanii boundary conditions. 
First of all, we note that the Gateaux derivative for the discrete parabolic solu-
O 
tion at any given direction (qh, Xh) ^ VhX Vh, denoted as mYi^i, A/i), 
o 
solves the following discrete system: ZY^  三 wWp/i，///i)'(gft，/\/i) eVh such that 
U^ = Xh and satisfies 
f drK(j>hdx+ [ VUJi'V(t>hdx = [ I qhK{ph,fih)^hdx eVh . 
Jn Jn Jn Jn 
(5-1) 
Using tMs, we can easily obtain Jh{Ph, IJ'hYiQh.^ h) as follows: 
M 广 
Jh(pk,fiky((lk,Xh) = / - z^)ul{ph,fJ>hy{qhAh)dx 
n=o Ju 
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+ J W (Pk, lih)-幼iPfi, (办，>^ h)dx 
+2(3 [ Vpft • Vg^rfx + 27 / Vfih^ VXhdx. (5.2) 
JQ -I 
From (5.2) we see that the evaluation of the Gateaux derivative of Jhiph, " /J is 
very expensive. It requires solving the discrete parabolic system 2m times (m = 
dim(Vft)) as tlie derivative HhYi^ h, A/t) is needed for 2m directions fe, A；,}. 
Thus it would be very difficult even for some powerful supercomputers if we use 
(5.2) to calculate the derivative of Jhiph, IMi). But fortunately this can be avoided 
by means of the adjoint equation technique (cf. [24, 19]). For this purpose, we 
‘ • _ 
o . o 
introduce a discrete sequence {wD^^QCVh such that w^ = 0 and wl ^Vh for 
n < M solves the discrete backward parabolic equation 
- f drwl (f>hdx+ f • V(l)hdx - / PhW^-^ (t>hdx 
Jn JQ Jn 
= r a n J[Kiph： IJ-h) — z'')(l)hdx 
+kn [ KiPh, f^ h) - ze)(t>hdx eVh (5.3) 
Jn 
where kno = 1 and = 0 forn ^ tiq. 
Using the sequence and taking the test function 小紅=tMiYi^h, ^h) 
in (5.3), the first two terms on the right-hand side of (5.2) can be written as 
M 
4 = rao / (jih -z'^)Xhdx + Tj2an / Mft)-广)�dx 
^ 广 
+ K{Ph.Ph)-ze)Uj:dx 
二 Ttto f {lJih-z')Xhdx+f] f -drWlU^dx 
Joj 
M » ^ 
Using the formula (4.16) and then (5.1) we obtain 
Jl = rao / {nh - z^)Xh dx + / wl Xh dx + 
Juj Jn 
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+ E{ / dx^ ^ • VUl dx-J^Pf. wl-'UJ： dx] 
二 TOO [ + / wlXhdx + J2 Qhutiph, dx. 
Jij Jn n=:l Jn 
Plugging this in (5.2) we derive a very simple formula for the evaluation of the 
derivative of Jh{ph,fJ'h)' 
Jh(ph,fJ>hy�qh,Xh) 
二 rao [{fjLh-z^ )Xhdx + T-^ / wlXhdx-hJ2 / ul(ph,tJ>h)dx 
Juj Jsi n=l 
+ 2 " f Vph • Vqh dx + 27 f Vnh • VAft dx. (5.4) 
Jn Jn 
5.2 Nonlinear single-grid gradient method 
With the formula (5.4) we are now ready to present the following gradient method 
for solving the discrete minimization problem (4.5)-(4.7). 
Gradient method I. Given an initial guess (pk。)，；^。)）^  ^ih x K 饥 . 
(a) Compute 4 = /4�) and < 三 tx2(/4o)，/4。)）= Q t r + h^ by solving 
(drul + ( • < ， = bi�) <，小h) V如 ^Vh . 
Compute wff = 0 and eVh forn = M, M - 1, - •, 1 by solving 
-{drwi <M + •如）一 {pf^ cM 
=ran / {ul - ^hdx + K « — zq, 柳h ^Vu • 
Ju) 
(b) Compute the components of (J/ibi。)，corresponding to all the basis 
o 
functions {凌饥} from Vh and {(^z} from Vh using (5.4) respectively: 
9m = 1 ， "巧 < 4 > m d x + 义 Vpf • V小mdar, 
9i = rao [ (a4O) 一 办 dx + r—i [ w^ (j)idx + 27 f V/xf . V4>idx. 
Ju) J (j} JQ. 
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Set Qh 二 ！；饥 9m(t>m and gn = E i 9i(t>i' 
(c) Find A > 0 such that minA>o Jhip^ 一 ^  /A。） 
(d) Project onto the constrained sets Kih and K2h' 
pI = minI - Apft},ai j , 
fil = min I max{0, nf^ - A ^2}. 
If ||(pL t^ h) /^ a))丨丨 < tolerance, stop; 
otherwise set (^4。)，乂。)）二 (P*h’ "J；)，J 二 j + 1 ， g o t � � . 口 
•.. •、 
For the later convenience, we denote the iterate of the above gradient method f 
las 鲁. 
(pL 二 Gradient^pAji^o)，爪ft) 
i.e., {pi, ul) is the approximate solution obtained using rrih iterations of the 
gradient method I with the cost functional Jh and initial guess (p^。)，；^。)). 
Remark 5.1 There are many existing approaches for finding the step size A in 
Step (c). Here we use here the parabolic curve search method and it takes about 
5 searches on the average in our numerical experiments. 
Let us explain the parabolic curve search method for the ID simple example 
problem miiiA>o J{x — A^ ) 
L Let Ag 二 0，A? = 1，find X^ such that 
(a) IfJ{x-Xlg) < J{x-Xlg), then find A® e (0，1) such that J{x-Xlg) < 
(h) If J{x - X^g) > J(x - A?iO，then find A^ > 1 such that J{x - X^^g) > 
Ji^-Xff)-
. . 、 .. 
2. Find a quadratic polynomial /(A) such that for i — 0，1，2, 
/(A，) 二 JOr 一 Af办 
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3. LetXl he the minimum off(X). <tolerance, go to �;other-
wise, find Afi，A 严，Ag+i G {XI At, A^ A^} with one of Af+i begin 入! such 
that they satisfy the conditions in (1)，set k=k+l，go to (2). 
The apporximate solution of mmx>o J{x — Xg) is X = A3. 
5.3 Nonlinear multigrid gradient method 
Through many numerical experiments we find that the gradient method above 
converges in most cases globally (even with very bad initial guesses) and stably. 
In particular，we have observed that the first few iterations of the method often 
converge very fast and then the convergence slows down significantly. If one still 
continues with the gradient method after the first few iterations, it will take a 
great deal of more iterations to reach the tolerance, a few thousand iterations 
often needed even for one dimensional inverse parabolic problems. This is very 
mucli like the performance of the classical iterative methods for solving second 
order boundary value problems. For the latter, there exists a well-developed 
multigrid method (MGM) which can deal with such a slow-down very efficiently 
by making fall use of the fast convergence of the first few iterations of the classical 
iterative methods. The MGM starts with a fine grid and iterates a few times 
using a classical iterative method (called a smoothing step) and then goes to a 
coarser grid to solve the residual equation to achieve some coarse correction for the 
approximate solution obtained on the fine grid, again applying the same iterative 
method a few iteraions for the residual equation. The MGMs have been proved 
to be very effectively applicable to various PDE problems (direct problems), see 
14，30，33] and the references therein. However to our knowledge, there seems 
still no applications of the MGM for solving inverse problems, especially for our 
currently considered inverse parabolic problems. The first thing one has to solve 
for this application is to find a way of formulating the MGM for the highly 
nonlinear minimization problem with constraints involving some initial-boundary 
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value problems. Clearly this is not straightforward. 
In the rest of this chapter we are going to propose a nonlinear MGM for 
solving the nonlinear minimization system (4.5)-(4.7). And the numerical results 
will demonstrate its efficiency in solving the inverse parabolic problem considered 
in this paper. 
Assume that we are given a nested set of shape regular triangulations {T"" ， 
with T权奸 1 being a refinement of T九*. And are the continuous piecewise 
linear finite element spaces defined on satisfying 
Our goal is to solve the discrete minimization problem (4.5)-(4.7)，which is defined 
on the finest space V^, by making use of the auxiliary coarser spaces Vh^  for 
0<k<N. 
To do so, we need to inroduce some more notation. Corresponding to each 
coarse triangulation ，we divide the time interval [0，T] into M^ equally-spaced 
subintervals using nodes 
with tl = TiTk and r^  = T/Mk. Similarly to Kih and we define two con-
strained subsets Kihk and K2hk- And more, for the initialization step of the 
nonlinear multigrid method to be introduced below we have to solve a coarse 
minimization problem on each coarse space 14^^，which is defined as follows: 
Mk - I f 
minimize 二 令 / « 一 + o / « 一 dx 
f + 7 [ {"^fihfdx (5.5) 
Jn Jn 
over all Ph, G Kih^  and fihk ^ 私ftt with u^^ 三 / x / J G satisfying 
< and ulk = Q l r + K,. (5.6) 
K ) + ( V < , V K ) = ct>H,) ^VH, (5.7) 
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for 71 二 1，2，...，Mk. Here AO 二 OJA^  二 § and = 1 for all n ^ 0,Mk while 
ul^ ^Yh^ and n k > 0 is an integer such that UkTk == Q. 
Another important step of the multigrid method is the coarse grid correction, 
for which we define the following nonlinear functional: 
Mk p 1 
+13 f + 7 / \V{iih + IJ'h,Wdx 
Jn Jn 
where Ph^ e Vu^ and “办左 eVhk^ while ul^ 二 Ph + Mft* and for n = 1，2，…，Mk, 
< = < (P/^  + VH，l^ h + A/.J 二 Gt* 疗"+ Uh, e 巧fc solves 
+ V0/.J = {Ph+PH, u l ^ K ) ^VH . (5.8) 
Finally, corresponding to the adjoint parabolic solution w^ given by (5.3), we 
define an adjoint solution on each coarse space Vh^  such that w^^ = 0 and vi^'^ 
for n 二 M，…，1 solves 
一 f + f [ 如声 Jn Jn Jn 
=TkOin f « - z'')(l>h,dx + kn [ « 一 Zff) dx V (5.9) 
Juj Jn 
where is the solution of (5.8). 
Before we state the nonlinear multigrid method, we first formulate the gradient 
method for solving the following minimization problem 
min Jk(ph+phk, l^ h + fJ'hk) 
o 
over all p^ k ^ Vhk and iihk ^Vhk such that pu + Phk ^ ^ih and jXh + fJ>hk ^  ^2/1 • 
This minimization will constitute the coarse grid correction step in the multigrid 
method. 
Gradient method C. Given an initial guess p^ ^^  e K^k and /^�^ e 
K饥k. 
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(a) Solve the parabolic and backward parabolic equations (5.8) and (5.9) for 
K J ^ S o and { � & : 
(b) Compute the components of hkiph + pfl^l^h + Mh )^) corresponding to all 
O 
the basis fimctions {(^ rn) from V/,^  and { M from Vhk respectively: 
Mk 
9H.ra 二 ； <一 1，知 ) + 邓 + Pk?)，•於 
n=l 
gn,^ = r,ao f — dx + r厂i f < cl>idx + 27 (V(/x, + < ) )，赠. 
Jw 
Set Qhk = Em 9hk,m ^m and guj, = Ez 9hk,i 如. 
(c) Find A � 0 such that niiiiA>o Jkiph +Phk - 乂如k, IJ-h -^ i^ hl -
(d) Project onto the constrained sets Km and K2h: 
pI = niiii{max{-ai，i?ft+p�) - A豆ft丄ai}， 
Set {p^l i :二 j + l，goto � - 口 
In what follows, we denote the iterate of the gradient method G above as 
{pi, IJ'l) = GradientC(Jfc,;?ft, lJ>h,ptl，l^ tl，ruk) 
i.e., (pIj /ij) is the coarse correction of (p/i, fJ-h), obtained using rrik iterations 
of the gradient method C with the cost functional Jk and coarse initial guess 
(祝))• 
With the above preparation we are now ready to formulate the nonlinear 
multigrid method for solving the finite element minimization problem (4.5)-(4.7). 
Nonlinear multigrid gradient method. 
Given an initial guess € Kiho x ^2ho on the coarsest finite element 
space VfiQ. 
I. Coarse grid initialization. 
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For A; = 0，1，• •.，iV — 1，do 
I f ^ ^ O , calculate pi:) = n t i and /^�^ = n 怎一 i . 
Compute = Gradient! 
end; 
Coinpute Ao) = njj^i ^ d Z^�) 二 njJU • 
II. Smoothing and coarse grid correction. Set the iteration number j = 
(a) Setpf) 二 p r a n d A r 二 /4�). 
ForA;=:iV，iV —1，…，1，0，do 
Jik 章 N, computep�:�= pi and f i f 二 
Compute (pI,/XJ) = GradientC{Jk,pT，t^ h^ ，•，•，几左)• 
(b) If \\{pl,lJ>l) - < tolerance, stop; 
otherwise set pf^ = pi and a^�) = pj, j := j + 1, goto (a). • 
Remark 5.2 The operators in Step I can be any interpolation from T4-i 
onto Vhj^. We use the natural finite element injections since C • For the 
starting values p^) and in Step II，we take the most natural zero. 
Remark 5.3 The major computational costs of the nonlinear MGM are from the 
iterations on the finest grid, all the costs of iterations on the coarse grids are very 
small compared to the ones on the finest grid since the unknowns on the coarse 
spaces are much scaled down compared with those on the fine space. This is one 




6.1 One dimensional examples 
In this chapter we show some numerical experiments on the nonlinear multi-
grid gradient method (MGM) proposed in the last chapter for the simultaneous 
reconstruction for the initial data //(x) and the coefficient function p{x). 
Firstly, we consider some l-dimensional examples. Our test problem is 
= Au{x,t) -^p{x)u{x,t) + f{x,t), {x,t)enx{0,T) 
at 
u{x,t) = (x,t) e dQ X (0,T}. 
The observed data will be taken to be 
Z0{x) = u{x,e), xen； z{x,t) =u{x,t), {x,t) ecjx (0 ,T) 
where Q = (0,1), T = 0 = 1/2 and uj 二 (1/4，3/4). Most parameters related 
in the algorithm are attached in each figure. The error shown is the relative 
L^-norm error between the exact parameter {p{x),fji{x)} to be identified and the 
numerically reconstructed parameter {ph {x), Hh (^)} • The upper bounds ai and 
in the two constrained sets Ki and K2 are both taken to be 100. We take the 
mesh size h = 1/40 in nonlinear SGM and we take 4-level nested finite element 
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grids with mesh sizes "3 = 1/40, h^  二 1/20，h = 1/10，ho == 1/5，the parameters 
mfc 二 5 and Uk = 5 in the nonlinear MGM. And for better numerical recon-
struction, we have normalized the gradients g and g. In our implementations, we 
normalize the gradient gh of SGM (Gradient method I) by dividing it by h, but 
keep gh unchanged (as it is in the SGM). Similarly, we normalize the gradient gn^  
of MGM (Gradient method C) by dividing it by hk, but keep the gradient • 
unchanged (as it is in MGM). These conditons are all the same in examples 1，2 
and 3. 
In our numerical implementations, we always assume the observation data 
have some errors. That is, instead of using the exact data ze{x) and z(x,t), we 
take the noised data of the following form: 
4 ( 工 ） = + ^ sin(37rx), 
z\x,t) 二 •，t)+5sin(37r:c). 
Here 5 is a noise level parameter，and we use the function sin(37rx) instead of the 
random function just for the convenience of readers，numerical verification. 
Example 1. We take the exact solution u(x,t) as 
u{x, t) = exp(-3t - x^ + X + 1/2) + exp(^ + x^ - x - 1/2) 
and the identifying coefficient p{x) and the initial data ^(x) as 
p{x) = fi{x) = e x p ( — + x + 1/2) + exp(x2 一x — 1/2). 
Figures 6.1-6.2 show the exact coefficient p{x) and the initial data "(rc) (the 
dashed lines) and the numerically reconstructed {p/i(x),/x7i(x)} (the solid line) 
when the noise level is 5 = 1%. The initial guess is taken to 
be the constant pair {-2.5,2.0} at all 6 grid points on the coarsest grid with 
"0 = 1/5. That is, we start with only these 6 nodal point values and then iterate 
with the nonlinear MGM. Clearly, this initial guess is not good at all, but the 
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MGM converges very stably and fast (the result shown is obtained from the 10th 
iteration), the reconstruction of both p and ^ appears to be rather satisfactory 
with 1% noise present. 
o _ 
-1.8 - f / \\ -
" Y \ 
2l I I I I 1 1 1 “ > 
0 0.1 0-2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Figure 6.1: pj^^ = -2.5, = 5E—6, iter=10, error= 2.8E-2, S = 1%. 
Example 2. This example tests the effectiveness of the reconstruction of only 
the initial temperature fi{x), with the radiative coefficient p{x) known. To con-
struct more gemeral testing functions p and /z, we add a source function f(x,t) 
to the right-hand side of equation (6.2). Then we take the exact solution u(x, t) 
as 
u{x, t) = sin 7rx{t + 1) + + 5 
and the identifying initial data /z(x) as 
= + 5 + sin TTX 
with p(x) = 3 + cos(27rx) given. And the newly added function f{x,t) is then 
calculated through (6.2) using u{x,t) and p{x). 
Figure 6.3 is the exact observation zq = 9) given at 0 = 1/2，very different 
from the initial temperature /i(x) to be reconstructed. Figure 6.4 shows the 
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Figure 6.2: ；^。) = 2.0, 7 = 5E-6, error=5-3E-3, 6 =服 
exact initial data (the dashed lines) and the numerically reconstructed fihi^) 
(the solid line) obtained at the lOth iteration of the MGM with the noise level 
S 二 1%. The initial guess is taken to be the constant 5.0 on the coarsest 
grid everywhere. We can see that the reconstructed jLh matches the exact /x 
very satisfactorily with 1% noise added in the observation data. We tried then 
to reduce the size of the subregion u from (1/4,3/4) to (3/8，5/8) and then 
to (7/16，9/16)，the reconstructions are the same accurate as the one shown in 
Figure 6.4 but just we need a bit more iterations: 20 and 25 respectively for the 
two cases. If we shifted oj to be in the left half or the right half of H = (•，1)，the 
reconstructions are still very satisfactory but not as accurate as in the previous 
cases. Finally we tried to switch off the observation on the subregion u x (0，1) 
with only the measurements given by ze = ti(.，9), the reconstructions are always 
terrible even without any noise present. This is consistent with the well-known 
instability on the backward parabolic problem. 
Example 3. We take the exact solution u{x,t) as 
u{x, t) = exp(t) (2 — sin 27rx) 
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Figure 6.3: The exact observation ZQ = u(x, 1/2). 
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Figure 6.4: /z® = 5.0, 7 = l.OE-7, error=2.3E—3, iter二 10, 5 二 1%. 
. ‘ . • . • • . .. . , 
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and the identifying initial data / x � = « ( $，•)肌 d the radiative coefficient p(x) 
as -
2 - sin 27rx - 47r^  sin 27rx 
咖 二 2 -sii i27rx • 
We see that the function p has a very large fluctuation between its maximum 
and minimum (difference > 50). Reconstruction of a function like p with such 
a large fluctuation between its function values is very hard from the numerical 
point of view. Figures 6.5-6.6 show the exact coefficient p(x) and the initial 
data (the dashed lines) and the numerically reconstructed {Ph(^), 
(the solid line) with the noise level 5 = 1%. The initial guess is 
taken to be the constant pair {0.5,2.0} everywhere, which is certainly a very bad 
initial guess for the reconstruction, but the nonlinear MGM converges very stably 
and the reconstruction obtained using only 20 iterations (Fig. 6.5) appears to be 
rather satisfactory, considering such a large fluctuation of function values for p. 
20| 1 1 1 1 1 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
： 厂\ 
\ / . 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0-9 1 
Figure 6.5: p^ o) = 0 5，�=5E"9，iter=:20，error二 1.3E"1. 
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Figure 6.6: f/^ ^ 二 2.0，y =1.0E"7，iter=20, error=8.6E-3. 
6.2 Two dimensional examples 
We now consider some 2-diineiisional examples. Our test problem becomes 
芸(x’y,t) = Au(x, y, t) + y)u{x, y, t) + / (x , y, t), (x, y, t) € O x (0, T) 
u{x,y,o) = 工,y), (工， 
u{x,y,t) = G x (0,T). 
The observed data will be taken to be 
ze{x,y) = u{x,y,e), GO; z{x,y,t) = u{x,y,t), {x,y,t) Ga;x(0,T) 
where Q. = (0，1) x (0，1)，T = 1，0 = 1/2 and o; 二（1/4，3/4) x (1/4,3/4). 
Now we assume the radiative coefficient y) is known and recontruct the initial 
temperature iJL{x,y). 
For nonlinear SGM, we take the mesh size h = 1/40 and for nonlinear MGM，we 
take 3-level nested finite element grids with mesh sizes /12 = 1/40,/ii = 1/20,/lo = 
1/10，the parameters are still mfc 二 5 and rik = 5. And as 1-dimemsional problem, 
for better numerical reconstruction, we have normalized the gradients g and g. 
In our implementations, we normalize the gradient Qh of SGM (Gradient method 
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I) by dividing it by h, but keep gu unchanged (as it is in the SGM). Similarly, 
we normalize the gradient gn^  of MGM (Gradient method C) by dividing it by 
hk, but keep the gradient gh, unchanged (as it is in MGM). As l-dimensionaJ 
examples, we also assume the observation data have some errors, we take the 
noised data of the following form: 
/ ( x , t) = z{x, sin(37r(x + y)). 
These conditions are all the same in examples 4，5，6 and 7. 
Example 4. We take the exact solution ?/, t) as 
u{x, y,i) = A + sin irxy sin irt + cos irxy cos 7rt +1^， 
the radiative coefficient p{x, y) as 
p{x,y) = 2 + cos7ra;y 
and the identifying initial data )Lt(x, y) 二 i4(a;，y, 0) is 
/i(x，2/) = 4 + cos7nc2/. 
Figure 6.7 shows the exact observation ze = u{x, y, 0) given a,t 0 = 1/2 and 
Figure 6.8 shows the exact initial data fiipc, y). We can see that they axe very dif-
ferent. We now compare the efficiency of nonlinear single-grid gradient method 
(SGM) and the multigrid gradient method (MGM). Figure 6.9 shows the nu-
merically reconstructed jLth(工by nonlinear SGM while Figure 6.10 shows the 
numerically reconstructed /Lthix,]/) by nonlinear MGM, both with the noise level 
S = 1%. The initial guess is taken to be constant 5 everywhere. 
We can see that for nonlinear SGM, it needs 140 iterations to have the same 
accuracy wliile only 2 iterations are required in nonlinear MGM, and the calcula-
tion of the cost functional on finest grid is greatly reduced from 1120 to 90 when 
nonlinear MGM is instead of nonolineax SGM. 
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0 0 
Figure 6.7: The exact observation ze 二 w(a：，y, 1/2). 
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Figure 6.8: The exact initial data needed to be reconstructed ij,{x,y) = u{x,y,0). 
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Figure 6.9: z^。）= 5.0, 7 =1服3，siiigle-grid-iter=140, error=1.30E-2, no. of 
cost functional calciilated=1120. 
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Figure 6.10: 二 5.0，7 =1.0E-3, multigrid-iter=2, error=1.26E-2, no. of cost 
functional calculated=90. 
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Example 5 . Here is another 2-dimentional example. We take the exact solution 
u{x,y,t) as 
u{x, y, t) = 4 — sm(57rx/4 一 TT/S) sin(57ry/4 — TT/S) COS 27RI + 
the radiative coefficient p(2；，y) as 
p(:c’y) =2 +cosTTxy 
and the identifying initial data jLi(x, y) = u{x, y, 0) is 
"(工，y) 二 4 一 sin(57r:c/4 - 7r/8) sin(57r2//4 — 7r/8). 
Similarly as example 4，Figure 6.11 shows the exact observation ZQ = w(:r，y，0) 
given at 0 二 1/2 and Figure 6.12 shows the exact initial data fi{x, y). Figure 6.13 
shows the numerically r e c o n s t r u c t e d y ) by nonlinear SGM while Figure 6.14 
shows the numerically reconstructed fJihi^ iU) by nonlinear MGM, both with the 
noise level 6 = 1%. The initial guess A4�)(X，2/) is taken to be constant 5 every-
where. 
We can see that for nonlinear SGM, it needs 95 iterations to have the same 
accuracy wHle only 3 iterations are required in nonlinear MGM, and the cal-
culation of the cost functional on finest grid is reduced from 1157 to 209 when 
nonlinear MGM is instead of nonolinear SGM. 
‘'•Vr；- “ 
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Figure 6.11: The exact observation zq = u{x,y, 1/2). 
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Figure 6.13: ；^。）二 5.0，j =5.0E-5, single-grid-iter=95, error=1.030E-2, no. of 
cost functional calculated: 1157. 
幽 
^X： • 0.4 
0 0 
Figure 6.14: = 5.0, 7 =5.0E-5, nmltigrid-iter=3，error=1.024E"2，no. of cost 
functional calciilated=209. 
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Now we need to recontnict both the radiative coefficient p{x, y) and the initial 
temperature 
Example 6. In this example, we need to recontnict both the radiative coeffi-
cient p{x, y) and the initial temperature y). 
For nonlineax MGM, we take 3-level nested finite element grids with mesh sizes 
"2 二 1/40，hi = 1/20, ho = 1/10，the parameters are still ruk = 5 and njfc = 5. In 
our implementations, we normalize the gradient gh^  of MGM (Gradient method 
C) by dividing it by hk, but keep the gradient 歹办左 imclianged (as it is in MGM). 
As previous examples, we also assume the observation data have some errors, we 
take the noised data of the following form: 
4(工，y) = ze{x, y) + 6 siii(37r(x + y)), 
z^{x,t) = z{x,t) + Ssm{3'K{x + y)). 
We take the exact solution u{Xjy,t) as 
u{x,y,t) + {2- xy{l - x)(l - y)) cosh(t). 
The identifying radiative coefficient p{x, y) is 
p{x, y) = 2- xy{l - x ) ( l - y), 
and the identifying initial data ijl{x, y) = u(x, y, 0) is 
IJi'{x,y) =2-xy{l - x ) { l - y). 
Figure 6.15 shows the exact observation ZQ = u{x,y, 6) given at 0 = 1/2. Fig-
ure 6.16 shows the exact radiative coefficient p{x, y) and the exact initial data 
Figure 6.17 shows the numerically reconstructed Ph{^,y) by nonlinear 
MGM and figure 6.18 shows the numerically reconstructed Hh(x, y) by nonlinear 
MGM. The noise level 5 = 1%, the initial guess p]^^ (x, y) and are both 
taken to be constant 2 everywhere. 
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0 0 
Figure 6.15: The exact observation Z0 = u(x,y, 1/2). 
靠 
0 0 
Figure 6.16: Both the exact radiative coefficient p{x,y) and initial data //(工，y) 
needed to be reconstructed . 
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Figure 6.17: pf^ = 2.0, /S =1.0E"4，multi-grid-iter=:3，error=2.930E-3, no. of cost 
fimctional calculated=126. 
0 0 
Figure 6.18: = 2.0，7 =1.0E-3, multi-grid-iter=:3, error=6.797E-3. 
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Example 7. Similar to example 6, we need to identify both the radiative co-
efficient p{x, y) and the initial data "(工，y)- We take the exact solution u{x, y, t) 
as .妥： 
u{x,y,t)=+ (2 — sin(7ra;)(l 一 x) siii(7ry)(l — y)) cosli(^). 
The identifying radiative coefficient p{x, y) is 
p{x,y) = 4 - xy{l - a;)(l - y), 
and the identifying initial data fji{x, y) 二 it(:r，y, 0) is 
y) = 2- siii(7rx)(l — x) sin(7r2/)(l - y). 
For nonlinear MGM, we take 3-level nested finite element grids with mesh sizes 
h2 二 l/40，/ii = 1/20, ho = 1/10’ the parameters are still 肌禽 二 5 and n^ = 5. In 
our implementations, we normalize the gradient Qh^  of MGM (Gradient method 
C) by multiplying it by hk, but keep the gradient gh^  unchanged (as it is in 
MGM). As previous examples, we also assume the observation data have some 
errors, we take tlie noised data of the following form: 
工，2/) = Z0{x,y) + S siniSTrix-^-y)), 
z\x,t) = z(x,t) + S sm(37r(x + y)). 
However, we find that the previous algorithm, just use one parameter (A), to 
reconstruct two parameters y) and fi(x,y)) cannot obtain good results for 
this example. We introduce a modified algorithm，which uses two parameters, 
one for calculating the step-size for g^ ^ and the other for calculating the step-size 
of Qhk，which operates alternatively as follows : 
(a) Set Ai = A2 = 0. 
(b) Fix A2, find Ai > 0 such that rnin；^!〉。Jip^^ 一 Ai如，；^。) - X2gh)-
(c) Fix Ai, find A2 > 0 such that minA2>o J{Ph^ 一 Ai歹/1，"i�) — ^29h)- Goto (b). 
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After several alternative steps, we can use Ai as the step-size to update ph{x, y) 
and use A2 as the step-size to update In this example, we calculate Ai 
and A2 alternatively twice to obtain the step-size for 办左 and guj,. 
Now figure 6.19 shows the exact observation zq == xi(:c，y, 9) given at 0 = 1/2. 
Figure 6.20 shows the exact radiative coefficient pix^y) and figure 6.21 shows 
the numerically reconstructed ph{x, y) by nonlinear MGM. Figure 6.22 shows the 
exact initial data and figure 6.23 shows the numerically reconstructed 
fjLh{x,y) by nonlinear MGM. The noise level 6 二 1%，the initial guess 
and /4�) y) are both taken to be constant 2 everywhere. 
0 0 




Figure 6.20: The exact radiative coefficient needed to be reconstructed p{x, y). 
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Figure 6.22: The exact initial data needed to be reconstructed y). 
義 
0 0 
Figure 6.23: z^。）= 2.0, 7 =1.0E-4, miilti-grid-iter=2, error=2.48E-2. 
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